
10 Things to Do Before Your Home Inspection

As you prepare to get your new home inspected, here’s what to do:

1. Decide What Kind of Inspector You Want to Hire. From the cheapest, newest inspector, to
the gruff veteran with 30 years of experience, and all types in between, there are lots of home
inspectors. Do you want a business cheaply operated or top-notch? Hire wisely.

2. Write Down Any Concerns or Questions. During your walk-through(s), did you notice
anything interesting, curious, or disconcerting? Write them down to ask your home inspector.

3. Consider Ancillary Inspections. Does the home have a septic system or private well? Is it at
risk for radon? Does the previous own have pest control records? Inspecting these items
ahead of your purchase can save you thousands in subsequent repairs. 

4. Request Seller Renovation and Repair Disclosure. Has the current owner performed any
major repairs or renovations? Find out before the home inspection so you can ask your
inspector to verify.

5. Research the Home’s Listing and Sale History. How often has this home been listed? What
has it sold for each time? Digging into these issues helps reveal a home’s story and helps
focus repair item importance.

6. Make a Plan for Each Room’s Specific Use. Sometimes repair items are less important if the
new owner plans to change its use. How will you use each room?

7. Make a List of Trusted Contractors. This list can change after the inspection report, but it’s
helpful to already know who you plan to use for your repair estimates.

8. Talk with Your Real Estate Agent about Repair Costs. Go ahead and have a projected
lower and upper limit in mind. This will help you negotiate repairs with seller on a more even
keel.

9. Plan to Be Present for At Least Half of Your Home Inspection. We recommend being
present for at least the summary of the home inspection. Ask your inspector to walk you
around the property and show pictures of the more difficult-to-access items. 

10. Plan to Learn All You Can about Your Home During the Inspection. It’s a big investment,
and the inspection is meant to inform you well.
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